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Coherent beam combining (CBC) technology holds the promise of enabling laser systems with very high power
and near-ideal beam quality. We propose and demonstrate a novel servo system composed of multilevel optical
phase lock loops. This servo system is based on entirely electronic components and consequently can be considerably more compact and less expensive compared to servo systems made of optical phase/frequency
shifters. We have also characterized the noise of a 1064 nm Yb-doped fiber amplifier to determine its effect on
the CBC and studied theoretically the efficiency of combining a large array of beams with the filled-aperture
implementation. In a proof-of-concept experiment we have combined two 100 mW 1064 nm semiconductor lasers with an efficiency of 94%. © 2007 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 140.3298, 140.3490, 230.0250.

1. INTRODUCTION
Lasers with very high average power and high beam quality have a large potential in industrial applications and
scientific research and have been sought after since the
invention of the laser. Recently, fiber lasers/amplifiers
have been attracting a good deal of attention due to their
robustness, efficiency, and near diffraction-limited beam
quality. Though single-mode fiber lasers with powers of
⬃1 kW are already commercially available, further increase of the power available from a single-mode fiber will
be ultimately limited by nonlinear effects and material
damage. Coherent beam combining (CBC) provides a
promising approach to obviate this problem and thus further scale up a single beam’s power by tens or hundreds of
times without degrading the spectral purity and the beam
quality [1–4]. By definition, CBC requires all the beams to
have the same frequency and a stable relative phase. To
achieve high combining efficiency and high beam quality,
precise control of the relative phase, amplitude, polarization, and pointing of the beams are required [2]. Among
all the factors affecting the combining efficiency, the relative phase remains the most critical and difficult to control. So far CBC has been implemented using common
resonator [5], evanescent-wave coupling, self-organizing
[4], injection locking [1], and active feedback [6,7] mechanisms. In the active feedback approach described here,
the variation of the differential optical path lengths of the
combining beams is detected and fed back to a servo system, which maintains a constant relative phase between
the beams. In previously demonstrated work, the phase
actuator of the servo system is either an optical phase
0740-3224/07/122930-10/$15.00

modulator [1,6], a piezofiber stretcher [8], or an acoustic
optical modulator (AOM) [7].
In this paper we propose and demonstrate a novel approach to control the frequency and phase of the beams
using multiple optical phase locked loops (OPLLs) [9–11].
Figure 1 gives the schematic of a binary-tree filledaperture CBC system using OPLLs. A number of slave lasers are phase locked to a common master laser using heterodyne OPLLs. The slave lasers seed an array of high
power fiber amplifiers, the outputs of which are coherently combined. In a heterodyne OPLL, the phase of the
slave laser can be adjusted by the rf reference signal.
Hence, instead of using an optical phase shifter, one can
use an electric phase shifter or frequency shifter [such as
a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO)] to compensate for
variations in the optical path lengths of the combining
beams. Compared to previously demonstrated approaches
using an optical phase shifter, this approach enables a
much cheaper, more compact, fully electronic servo system.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce and analyze a heterodyne OPLL and report experimental results. In addition, key issues affecting the
stability of OPLLs are identified, and solutions are discussed. Section 3 is devoted to the discussion of the control of the optical path-length variation between the combining optical waves using a fully electronic servo system.
We discuss and compare CBC implementations using
servo systems where a rf phase shifter or a VCO are used
as phase compensators and provide experimental results.
In Section 4 we discuss the effect of the phase noise added
© 2007 Optical Society of America
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Schematic of a binary-tree filled-aperture
CBC implementation using OPLLs and electric phase shifters.

by fiber amplifiers and provide measurement results. In
Section 5 we discuss the issues of scaling the system to a
large number of beams with the binary-tree filledaperture implementation, particularly the influence of
the residual phase error of OPLLs and the VCO loops,
and the phase-front deformation caused by combining optical components.

2. OPTICAL PHASE LOCKED LOOPS:
THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

s0 = m − r ,

s = m − r − e0 ,
共1兲

where m, s,fr, and r, respectively, are the frequency of
the master laser; the free-running slave laser and the rf
reference signal, m, s, and r, respectively, are the
phase of the master laser, the locked slave laser, and the
rf reference signal. Equation (1) indicates that the slave

Fig. 2.

Schematic of a heterodyne OPLL.

laser tracks the frequency and phase of the master laser
with a frequency and phase offset determined by the rf
reference signal. If in an array of semiconductor lasers
(SCLs), each laser is phase locked to the same master laser and is offset by the same rf reference signal, all the
SCLs will possess the same frequency and phase and thus
can be coherently combined.
The loop performance and phase noise of an OPLL can
be studied in the frequency domain with a linearized
model based on the small signal perturbation approximan
tion [15], as shown in Fig. 3. m
and ns are the phase
noise of the master laser and the free-running slave laser,
respectively. Since the phase noise of a SCL is much
larger than a high quality rf source, we ignore the phase
noise of the latter in this analysis. The shot noise of the
photodetector (PD) can also be ignored compared to the
SCL’s phase noise when the optical power received by the
PD is ⬃0 dBm.
Following the standard phase locked loop (PLL) analysis [15], the differential phase error between the slave
and the master lasers and the phase of the locked slave
laser are
n
e共s兲 = 共m
共s兲 + ns 共s兲兲He共s兲,

共2兲

n
s共s兲 = m
共s兲Ho共s兲 + ns 共s兲He共s兲,

共3兲

where

Due to its well known current frequency-modulation (FM)
property, a semiconductor laser can act as a current controlled oscillator and thus be phase locked to a master laser using an OPLL [12–14]. A schematic of a heterodyne
OPLL is given in Fig. 2. Offset by a rf reference signal, the
frequency and phase difference between the master laser
and the slave laser is detected by the phase detector. This
phase error signal kpd sin e is shaped by a loop filter and
fed back into the slave laser to complete the feedback
loop. When the loop is in lock, the slave laser’s frequency/
phase s0 / s and the steady-state phase error e0 satisfy

sin共e0兲 = 共m − s,fr − r兲/Kdc ,
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Ho共s兲 =

Gop共s兲
1 + Gop共s兲

,

He共s兲 =

1
1 + Gop共s兲

共4兲

are the signal transfer function and the error transfer
function, respectively, [15], and
Gop共s兲 =

Kdc cos e0Ff共s兲FFM共s兲exp共− s兲
s

共5兲

is the open-loop gain. In Eq. (5) Kdc is the loop dc gain, e0
is the steady-state phase error given in Eq. (1), FFM共s兲,
Ff共s兲, and exp共−s兲 are the normalized transfer functions
of the slave laser’s current FM response, the loop filter,
and the loop delay, respectively. Given the linewidths of
the lasers and the loop parameters, the phase noise of the
slave laser when it is locked to the master laser can be
calculated using Eq. (3). The loop gain Kdc controls the
phase tracking bandwidth (BW) of an OPLL. To minimize
the phase error e, we want the loop BW, which depends
on Kdc, to be as large as possible. However the stability

Fig. 3.
OPLL.

(Color online) Schematic of the linearized model of an
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criterion of a negative feedback control system, combined
with the nonuniform FM response of SCLs and the loop
delay, limit the achievable loop BW [16–18].
We have recently performed the OPLL experiment on
various SCLs [11,16]. The master laser used in this work
is a 1064 nm NP Photonics fiber laser with a 3 dB linewidth of 2.5 kHz. The slave laser is an external cavity
SCL with a nominal output power of 75 mW and a 3 dB
linewidth of 0.5 MHz. The 850 MHz rf reference signal is
provided by a HP 8350A signal generator. From the measured power spectrum of the beat signal between the master laser and the locked slave laser of Fig. 4, we can calculate the rms differential phase error,

e = 冑共e − e0兲2 = 冑Pn/Ps ,

共6兲

where e0 is the steady-state phase error given in Eq. (1),
Pn is the noise power obtained by integrating the measured spectral density over the whole frequency range except the carrier frequency, and Ps is the power of the
850 MHz carrier signal. The calculated e is ⬃0.12 rad.
The limited phase tracking BW of the OPLL results in
a number of critical issues, other than the nonnegligible
residual phase noise. For example, in a first order PLL
without any compensation filter, the acquisition range
(the maximal frequency difference between the freerunning slave laser and the master laser for the OPLL to
acquire lock) and the holding range (the maximal allowable frequency difference between the free-running slave
laser and the master laser for the OPLL to stay in lock)
are simply Kdc / 2 [15], which is limited to a few megahertz by the characteristic phase reversal of the FM response of SCLs due to competing thermal and free carrier
effects [18]. The limited acquisition range makes it very
difficult for the loop to acquire lock after being turned on.
When the holding range is small, the frequency drifting of
the SCLs due to thermal, acoustic, and electric disturbance can constantly throw the loop out of lock. These issues become more challenging when arrays of lasers are
to be locked. Compensation circuits and filters are necessary to address these issues.
Figure 5 shows the schematic of the compensation circuits and filters used to improve the holding and acquisition ranges. A lag-lead filter with transfer function F共s兲
= 共1 + 2s兲 / 共1 + 1s兲 can increase the holding range by a fac-

Fig. 4. (Color online) Power spectrum of the locked beat signal
between the master laser (NP Photonics fiber laser) and the slave
laser (external cavity laser).

Fig. 5. (Color online) Schematics of compensation circuits and
filters. (a) Passive lag-lead filter, (b) active lag-lead filter, (c)
aided acquisition circuit.

tor of 1 / 2 [15,19]. We first built a passive lag-lead filter
[Fig. 5(a)] and used it in the OPLL. The holding range is
increased from ±10 MHz to ± 200 MHz, and the locking
time increased from tens of seconds to 1 h. However, any
further increase of the factor 1 / 2 is limited by the current driving capability of the rf mixer in the phase detector (Fig. 2). We further designed an active lag-lead filter
[Fig. 5(b)], which increased the holding range to more
than ±3 GHz. To increase the acquisition range, an aided
acquisition circuit [(AAC) Fig. 5(c)] can be used. The AAC
compares the frequency of the beat signal with the frequency of the rf reference signal and generates a current
ramp, which brings the frequency of the beat signal to be
within the acquisition range of the OPLL [11]. The use of
an AAC circuit in our OPLL improved the acquisition
range from ±10 MHz to ± 1.1 GHz.

3. COHERENT POWER COMBINING AND
PHASE CONTROL BETWEEN COMBINED
BEAMS
To demonstrate coherent power combining we phase
locked two slave lasers to the same master laser and coherently combined the slave laser outputs using a fiber
coupler [11,16], as illustrated in Fig. 6(a).

Fig. 6. (Color online) (a) Schematics of combining two OPLLs
without and with a rf phase shifter loop, (b) measured combined
signal (PD2) without the rf phase shifter loop.
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The details of OPLLs 1 and 2 are given in Fig. 2 and
thus not plotted here. We first performed the experiment
without an rf phase shifter feedback loop. The combined
signal is measured, and the result captured with an oscilloscope is shown in Fig. 6(b). The slowly varying dc signal
indicates that the two beams are combined coherently,
however their relative phase is drifting on the time scale
of seconds due to the differential optical path-length
variations in the fiber. This slow phase variation needs to
be corrected in real time to maintain a constant maximal
combined output. This is typically done with an optical
phase modulator, a piezofiber stretcher, or an AOM [6–8].
As indicated in Eq. (1), the phase of the slave laser depends on that of the rf reference signal. Thus we can add
an rf phase shifter in Fig. 6(a) and use it as the phase
shifter to correct for the optical path length variation.
A. Analysis of Using the Radio Frequency Phase Shifter
for Phase Control
The dotted line in Fig. 6(a) represents a rf phase shifter
feedback loop. The phase of the rf reference signal distributed to OPLL2 is controlled by a rf phase shifter. The
combining fiber coupler has two outputs. One is monitored by a null PD, whose output is used to drive the
phase shifter. Assume the two combined optical signals
have the same polarization, amplitude, and that their
relative phase difference is e共t兲, the current output of the
null detector is thus proportional to 1 − cos e共t兲. This signal is amplified and applied to the phase shifter. The resultant phase change of the rf reference signal is
f共e兲 = G共1 − cos e兲,

0 艋 f共e兲 艋 2 ,

共7兲

where G is the loop gain and the dynamic range of the
phase shifter is from 0 to 2. Note that based on Eq. (1)
the phase of the slave laser in OPLL2 is shifted by −f共e兲.
If the relative optical path length between the two beams
varies by n共t兲, the closed-loop phase difference between
the beams can be obtained by solving

n − f共e兲 = e .

共8兲

Equation (8) can be solved graphically as illustrated in
Fig. 7(a). We have assumed the phase shifter output is
limited to the 0 to 2 range and the loop gain is 50. The
solid curve represents the rf phase shifter output f共e兲,
and the dashed lines represent n − e for different values
of n. The point of intersection between the solid blue
curve and a dashed line satisfies Eq. (8) for the corresponding value of n. Two critical issues of this servo system can be easily seen from Fig. 7(a). First, the limited
dynamic range requires a complicated phase unwrapping
circuit if the rf phase shifter saturates. For example, from
point F to B, the phase shifter is tracking n and e is
small. If n increases beyond the saturation point B, e
increases linearly with n, and an unwrapping circuit is
needed to bring the steady state back to point F. The second issue is that of cycle slips. At the null point F, a small
reduction in n moves the locking point from F to G and
the loop experiences a cycle slip. We performed the experiment without a phase unwrapping circuit. Figure 7(b) is
the output of PD2, measured on the oscilloscope. Comparing this to the result shown in Fig. 6(b), we can see that

Fig. 7. (Color online) (a) Graphic tool for solving the steadystate phase of the rf phase shifter feedback loop, (b) measured
combined signal with the rf phase shifter loop.

the servo system works only when the phase shifter operates within its dynamic range and is not saturated.
This issue of cycle slips is inherent in the experiment of
locking the phase error e to the null point of the beam
combiner and remains a problem whatever phase shifter
is used. The issue of limited dynamic range can be solved
by replacing the phase shifter with a frequency shifter,
e.g., a VCO, which in terms of phase has an infinite dynamic range. Figure 8 gives a schematic of the servo system using a VCO. As before, the signal generator provides
the rf reference signal for OPLL1. However the rf reference signal of OPLL2 is now provided by a VCO. The output of the null detector is fed back to the VCO. The VCO
feedback loop thus fulfills two roles. First it forces the
VCO to track the frequency of the signal generator so that
the slave lasers in the two OPLLs have the same frequency. Second, it automatically corrects the phase variation in the fiber. A detailed analysis will be given in Subsection 3.B.
B. Analysis of Using the Voltage Controlled Oscillator
for Phase Control
A rigorous analysis needs to treat OPLL2 and the VCO
loop as a coupled control system. Although this can be
done, it is very complicated and does not help much in
gaining an intuitive understanding of the system. Here
we simplify the analysis by decoupling the two control
loops and studying them separately. The validity of this

Fig. 8. (Color online) Schematic of combining two OPLLs using
servo system made of VCO.
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picture can be justified using the following argument.
OPLL2, which locks the slave laser to the master laser
typically has a BW of ⬃10 MHz. The VCO loop is used to
correct the phase variation in the fiber (approximately
hertz) and can be much slower compared to OPLL2. Moreover, the length of the fiber in the fiber amplifier following
the slave laser is more than 30 m. This long delay limits
the BW of the VCO loop to a few hundred kilohertz. Thus
we can assume OPLL2 always tracks the phase of the
VCO instantly when the phase of the VCO is adjusted to
correct for the optical path-length variation. In this way
they can be studied separately. The analysis of OPLL2 is
already given in Section 2. In Fig. 8, we observe that the
VCO loop is similar to a standard PLL except that here
the phase detector output is proportional to 共1 − cos e兲 instead of sin e. Following the standard PLL analysis [15],
the evolution equation of the VCO loop is given by
共m − v,f兲t − Kv

冕

共1 − cos e兲dt − 共m − RF兲t − 1 = e ,
共9兲

where m, RF, and v,f are the frequency of the master
laser, the rf signal generator, and the free-running VCO,
respectively, Kv is the VCO loop gain, e is the phase difference between the two beams, and 1 is the residual
phase noise of beam 1. In obtaining Eq. (9) we have used
the equality v = Kv 兰 共1 − cos e兲dt for the VCO output
phase. Differentiating Eq. (9) and setting the time derivatives of 1 and e to zero, we find the steady-state phase
error:

冉

e,s = cos−1 1 −

RF − v,f
Kv

冊

.

共10兲

As long as 0 ⬍ 共RF − v,f兲 / Kv ⬍ 2, Eq. (10) has a solution,
and the VCO frequency can be locked to the signal generator’s frequency. Equation (10) shows that the steadystate phase error between the two combined beams, e,s,
only depends on the frequency difference RF − ,f, and
any optical path-length variation in the combining fiber is
thus automatically compensated by the VCO loop. By tuning the frequency difference RF − ,f, high combining efficiency is achieved by minimizing e,s. However, this
comes at the cost of increased cycle slips caused by residual phase noise and frequency jitter of the VCO. The
smallest feasible e,s is limited mainly by the frequency
jitter of the free-running VCO compared to the loop gain
Kv. The influence of this nonzero e,s on the system performance will be studied in more detail in Section 5.
The analysis of the system can be linearized by a small
signal perturbation about the steady-state point. We
should note that this linearization is, strictly speaking,
inaccurate because Eq. (9) is highly nonlinear close to the
null point e,s = 0. However, a linear analysis is useful to
obtain physical insight into the loop performance. A small
signal linearized model is presented in Fig. 9. fn共s兲 and
vn共s兲 stand for the optical path-length variation in the fiber and the phase noise of the free-running VCO, respectively. 1 and 2 contain the residual phase noise of
OPLLs1 and 2 pointed out in section 2 [Eq. (3)]. Following
the PLL analysis we obtain

Fig. 9.

2共s兲 −

冋

Linearized model of the VCO loop.

Kv sin e,s
s

册

e共s兲 + vn共s兲 − 1共s兲 + fn共s兲 = e共s兲.
共11兲

Solving for e共s兲 gives

e共s兲 =

2共s兲 + fn共s兲 − vn共s兲 − 1共s兲
1+

Kv sin e,s

.

共12兲

s

In Eq. (12) we first observe that a nonzero e,s is needed
to provide the small signal loop gain. Second, the residual
phase noise from OPLLs1 and 2 is mostly concentrated at
frequencies of a few megahertz, as seen in Fig. 4; while
the BW of the VCO loop is much smaller than megahertz
and hence does not affect the residual phase noise of
OPLLs1 and 2. A typical high quality VCO has very low
phase noise. The optical path-length variation fn共s兲 is
also at a very low frequency (approximately hertz). The
noise from these sources can be significantly suppressed
by the VCO loop with a BW of ⬃100 kHz. Therefore the
residual phase noise of OPLLs1 and 2 will remain the
main noise source of e.
We performed the CBC experiment depicted in Fig. 8
using the same lasers as those that were used to build the
two OPLLs. The rf reference signal of OPLL2 is provided
by a MinCircuits ZX95-2150 VCO. Figure 10 shows the
measured combined output. Comparing this to Fig. 6(b),
we see that the phase variation in the fiber is corrected
and the combined power stays constant. From the data we
calculate the CBC efficiency to be ⬃94%. The reduction of
the CBC efficiency can be attributed mainly to the nonzero steady-state locking point of the VCO loop and the
residual phase noise of the OPLLs. Detailed analysis of
the CBC efficiency will be given in Section 5.

Fig. 10. (Color online) Measured combined signal. The phase
variation in fiber is corrected by the VCO loop.
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4. PHASE NOISE IN FIBER AMPLIFIERS
To achieve high average power, the slave SCLs may be be
used to seed high power fiber amplifiers whose output
beams are then coherently combined. Since CBC is sensitive to phase noise, the phase noise introduced by the fiber amplifiers needs to be examined.
Historically two different models have been used to
analyze the effects of fiber amplifier phase noise. The first
model assumes the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)
in the fiber amplifier adds a multiplicative phase term to
the electrical field at the output of the optical amplifier
[20,21], i.e.,
Eout共t兲 = 冑GE0ei共t兲eiteia共t兲 ,

共13兲

where E0 is the signal amplitude at the amplifier input, G
is the optical gain of the amplifier, 共t兲 is the input signal
phase, and a共t兲 is the phase noise introduced by the amplifier.
However, more recent investigations into fiber amplifier phase noise have revealed that this multiplicative
model may not be accurate [22,23]. Instead, an additive
noise model was proposed, where the output field is given
by
Eout共t兲 = 冑GE0ei共t兲eit + Eneiteia共t兲 ,

共14兲

where En is the amplitude of the ASE noise within the
signal BW. Equations (13) and (14) lead to qualitatively
different predictions. Following the description of spontaneous emission induced linewidth broadening in laser
cavities, Eq. (13) leads to a linewidth broadening [21].
Since the predicted linewidth broadening can be much
smaller than the signal’s linewidth, a self-heterodyne balanced interferometer experiment, as shown in Fig. 11(a),
is usually employed to measure the linewidth broadening.
This measurement removes the phase noise of the laser
source and is therefore more sensitive [23]. In this measurement, we should see a delta function [Fig. 11(b)]
when the fiber amplifier is replaced by an equivalent passive fiber. When the amplifier is turned on, if the phase
noise is multiplicative, we expect to see a Lorentzian lineshape, as given in Fig. 11(c). On the other hand, if the
phase noise is additive, we expect to see a delta function

Fig. 11. (Color online) Self-heterodyne fiber amplifier phase
noise measurement setup, (b)–(d) predicted beat spectra with (b)
no amplifier noise, (c) multiplicative phase noise, and (d) additive
phase noise.
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with a Lorenzian pedestal, whose width is determined by
the sum of the laser and amplifier phase noise.
We performed a self-heterodyne balanced interferometer experiment, as shown in Fig. 11(a). The 1064 nm external cavity SCL is used to seed a Nufern 3 W Yb-doped
fiber amplifier. A phase modulator is used as the frequency shifter. In Fig. 12, we plot the measured spectrum
with a span of 10 MHz and 1 kHz. We see neither an observable linewidth broadening down to the resolution of
the spectrum analyzer 共⬃1 Hz兲, nor a noise pedestal down
to the noise floor (67 dB below the signal level). However,
Fig. 12(b) shows the presence of many noise peaks at harmonics of the power line frequency 共60 Hz兲, which are
more than 25 dB lower than the signal. These are caused
by acoustic vibrations picked up by the fiber. The same
noise peaks were observed when the amplifier was replaced by passive fiber of equivalent length 共⬃30 m兲.
We also performed a direct measurement of the amplifier phase noise added to the OPLL. We measured the
power spectra of the beat signal between the locked slave
laser and the master laser with and without the fiber amplifier. Again we could not detect any effect of phase noise
added by the amplifier. In fact, the multiplicative phase
noise model [21] predicts a linewidth broadening of less
than 1 Hz for a laser linewidth of 500 kHz, fiber amplifier
gain of 40, and an input power level of 75 mW, as is the
case in our system. The additive phase noise model predicts a signal to noise ratio [24] of ⬃120 dB. In either
case, the effect of ASE in the fiber amplifier is far below
our measurement sensitivity and can be safely neglected
compared to the residual phase noise in the OPLL. While
the amplifier does cause more thermal phase variation [7]
and picks up some acoustic noise, these occur at low frequencies compared to the BW of the VCO servo system
discussed in Section 3 and should be significantly suppressed.

5. ANALYSIS OF COHERENT BEAM
COMBINING EFFICIENCY
In Sections 2–4 we have analyzed various sources of
phase noise in the CBC system. In this section we study
in detail the extent to which the combining efficiency is
affected by various noise sources, especially for a large
number of beams. In particular, we will consider the residual phase noise of the OPLLs, the nonzero steady-state
phase error in the VCO loops, the phase front aberration

Fig. 12. (Color online) Experimental results of the selfheterodyne fiber amplifier phase noise measurement with span
of (a) 10 MHz and (b) 1 kHz.
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due to the combining optical components, and the intensity noise of the beams. The effect of phase noise on side
by side tiled-aperture implementation has been analyzed
in [25]. Here we restrict our analysis to the proposed
binary-tree filled-aperture scheme.
When two mutual coherent beams are combined using
an element such as a beam splitter or fiber-optic coupler,
the combined intensity outside the combiner, averaged
over time and space, is given by
Ip =

冏兺
i

冏

ជ 关⌽ 共r ,t兲兴 2 ,
E
i
i ⬜

共15兲

ជ 关⌽ 共r , t兲兴 is the complex electric field of the ith
where E
i
i ⬜
beam having a phase fluctuation ⌽i共r⬜ , t兲. The temporal
and spatial dependence of ⌽i共r⬜ , t兲 allows for the consideration of the degree of mutual coherence between beams
and the phase front deformation due to optical components. Figure 13 gives an explicit example of beam combining using a beam splitter. Two plane waves with the
same frequency are incident upon a partially reflecting
mirror having an amplitude reflectivity r = 1 / 冑2. If the
two beams have exactly the same amplitude and phase,
on the output sides of the beam splitter there are two
pairs of waves propagating at right angles with intensity
of IP1 = 2I0, IP2 = 0 and the CBC efficiency is 100%.
When a spatial and time dependent phase noise and
amplitude noise are present, the combining efficiency
drops to

=

1
1
⬇ 1 − 2 − 共r12 + r22兲,
4
4
I1 + I2
Ip

共16兲

where r1 , r2 stand for the relative field amplitude fluctuation of beams 1 and 2 and  represents the relative phase
error between the two beams. In Eq. (16) we also assume
the noises have zero mean and are small enough that
higher order expansion terms can be ignored. The effect of
phase noise and intensity noise will be studied separately.
A. Effect of OPLL Residual Phase Noise
We first analyze the influence of the residual phase noise
of OPLLs on the combining efficiency. Phase noise in the
fiber amplifier and the fiber will be ignored, for the reasons put forth in Sections 3 and 4. We use i共t兲 to represent the phase noise of beam i referred to as a common

Fig. 13.
splitter.

Example of coherent beam combining using a beam

reference plane. The complex amplitude of the corresponding field is E0e共ii兲. Adding up all the beams the
combined field is
N

Et = E0

兺 exp共i 兲.
i

共17兲

i=1

The intensity is the square of the absolute value of the
field. Normalizing the combined power by the total input
power, we obtain the CBC efficiency

=

1
N

2

N

兺

exp关i共i − j兲兴 = 1 −

N−1

i,j=1

N

关1 − exp共− 2兲兴.
共18兲

In calculating Eq. (18) we have assumed that the i’s
have a zero mean Gaussian distribution, i and j are uncorrelated, so that exp关i共i − j兲兴 = ␦i,j exp共−2兲 [25,26]. For
2 Ⰶ 1, Eq. (18) reduces to

=1−

共N − 1兲
N

2 .

共19兲

As we can see, the combining efficiency converges to 1
− 2 for a large number of beams. In Eq. (3) of Section 2,
we have obtained the phase noise of the ith locked slave
laser. If we take the inverse Fourier transform of Eq. (3)
and use it in Eq. (18), we find that the terms depending on
n
the phase noise of the master laser m
will cancel out as
long as Gop is the same for different OPLLs. Thus, we conclude that the phase noise of the master laser does not affect the combining efficiency since it acts as a common
phase reference for all the slave lasers. The second term
of Eq. (3) is uncorrelated between different slave lasers. If
the corresponding variance is 2, Eq. (18) can be used to
calculate the degraded combining efficiency. From Eq.
(19), for a given number of beams N and a desired combination efficiency , the rms phase error has to satisfy

艋

冑

共1 − 兲

N
N−1

.

共20兲

For example, if we use N = 8 and  = 95%, the rms phase
error has to be smaller than 0.24 rad. In the OPLL the
rms phase error can be as small as 0.12 rad.
B. Effect of Nonzero Steady-State Phase Error of the
Voltage Controlled Oscillator Loops
In Section 3 we discussed the servo system using a VCO
to correct for the optical path-length variations in the fiber. We pointed out that a nonzero steady-state phase error between element beams is required to tolerate the frequency jitter of the VCO and to provide a nonzero small
signal loop gain, thereby reducing the combining efficiency. In this section we evaluate the effect of this nonzero steady-state phase error on the combining efficiency
of the filled-aperture combining system.
We assume that the frequency jitter of the free-running
VCO obeys a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
the rms value . In Eq. (10), if the quantity RF − v,f becomes negative the VCO loop will lose lock. If we set the
steady-state phase error between the element beams
equal to 共RF − v,f兲ss = x, the probability that the quan-
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tity RF − v,f takes a negative value is described by the
cumulative distribution function of Gaussian distribution:
1
F共− x;0,1兲 =

冑2 

冕 冉 冊
u2

−x

exp −

−⬁

2

共21兲

du.

For example, if 共RF − v,f兲ss = 2, the probability that the
loop loses lock is F共−2 ; 0 , 1兲 = 2.28%. In the binary-tree
filled-aperture scheme, a VCO loop is needed at each
stage where two beams are combined. If any one of the
VCO loops loses lock, the whole system will be disrupted.
If N = 2n beams are to be combined, the number of VCO
loops will be 2n − 1, and the probability that the whole system stays in lock is hence
Plock = 关1 − F共− x;0,1兲兴2

n−1

共22兲

.

Meanwhile, the combining efficiency is reduced because of
the nonzero e,s even if the system is in lock. At each combining level of the binary-tree scheme, the combining efficiency is given by 共1 + cos e,s兲 / 2 with cos e,s = 1
− x / Kv. The system has n levels, therefore the overall
combining efficiency when the system stays in lock is

冉

lock = 1 −

x
2Kv

冊

n

共23兲

.

Now we take into account the fact that the system loses
lock for sometime. The true combining efficiency should
be the product of Plock and lock:

 = Plocklock = 关1 − F共− x;0,1兲兴2

n−1

冉

1−

x
2Kv

冊

n

.

共24兲

Plock is a monotonously increasing function of x while lock
is a monotonously decreasing function of x in the range
0 ⬍ x / Kv ⬍ 2, where Eq. (10) has a solution. Hence an
optimal value of x can be chosen to maximize the efficiency described by Eq. (24).
In Fig. 14 we plot the maximal combining efficiency as
a function of the normalized frequency jitter  / Kv for different values of n. The combining efficiency drops quickly
with the increase of both  / Kv and n. Therefore, reducing  / Kv is critical to achieve a high combining efficiency
while combining a large number of beams. In our preliminary combining experiment with one VCO loop, the combining efficiency is ⬃94%, and we estimate  / Kv is
⬃0.03. To improve the combining efficiency, one solution
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is to reduce , i.e., use a “pure” tone VCO with a smaller
frequency jitter. Another solution is to increase Kv. However, as we pointed out in Section 3, Kv, which determines
the VCO loop BW, is ultimately limited by the long delay
共⬃30 m兲 of the fiber amplifier. This issue is similar to the
limited holding range issue of the OPLL we have analyzed in Section 2. There the holding range is limited by
the characteristic nonuniform FM response of the slave
laser. We used lag-lead filters to increase the loop gain at
low frequency and hence the holding range. The same
idea can be applied here to solve the problem. With a laglead filter  / Kv should be able to be reduced to less than
0.005, and the combining efficiency will be more than 90%
even for n = 7 (128 element beams).
C. Effect of Phase-Front Deformation
Optical components such as beam splitters and reflection
mirrors used in the combining system will introduce
phase-front deformation except for the absorption and
scattering loss. Though this noise source has nothing to
do with the OPLLs servo system we have proposed, we
need to study its effect here because it could possibly reduce the combining efficiency more than the two factors
studied above for a binary-tree filled-aperture scheme. To
start the analysis we again use Eqs. (17) and (18) to calculate the combining efficiency. In this case the bar in Eq.
(18) stands for averaging over space instead of time. Two
beams passing through the same beam splitter or reflected by the same mirror will see the same phase-front
deformation. Thus the phase deformations between any
two beams are partially correlated. This scenario is illustrated in Fig. 15(a). Beams 1 and 2 are combined at beam
splitter 1 and see the same phase front deformation 1.
Beams 3 and 4 see the same phase-front deformation 2,
beams 1, 2, 3, and 4 all see the same phase-front deformation 3, and so on. A second scenario is illustrated in
Fig. 15(b) where the two beams combining at a beam
splitter see different phase-front deformations. This happens, for example, when two beams are combined at a
beam splitter, where one is transmitted and the other one
is reflected; or if one beam is deflected by a mirror and the
other one is not.
We first look at scenario 1. The phase-front deformation
caused by different beam splitters should be uncorrelated,
and we assume it obeys zero mean Gaussian distribution
with variance 2. The combining efficiency is then given
by

=

1
N

2

N

兺

i,j=1

exp关i共i − j兲兴 =

1
N

2

N

兺

i,j=1

冋

册

1
exp − D共i,j兲2 ,
2
共25兲

where D共i , j兲 = 2关log2兩i − j兩兴 indicates how many different
beam splitters beams i and j go through. In a binary-tree

Fig. 14. (Color online) Maximal combining efficiency limited by
the normalized VCO frequency jitter  / Kv. The number of element beams is 2n.

Fig. 15. Two scenarios of phase front deformation caused by the
combining system.
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combining scheme of level n the total number of beams is
N = 2n. If we assume a small error so that 21 D共i , j兲2 Ⰶ 1,
Eq. (25) can be solved by linearization and using mathematical recursion to give

 = 1 − 关共n − 2兲 + 21−n兴2 .

共26兲

For the second scenario described in Fig. 15(b), the combining efficiency can similarly be derived to give

=1−

冋

n−1
2

册

+ 2−n−1 2 .

共27兲

From Eqs. (26) and (27), we can see that the combining
efficiency goes down as the number of beams increases.
Hence it is critical to use high quality optical components.
Typical rms phase-front deformations of high quality optical components is about  / 40 [27]. If N = 8 beams are to
be combined, the maximum efficiency limited by phasefront deformation is approximately  ⬃ 97%. The efficiency reduction is comparable to that caused by the residual phase noise in OPLLs and the nonzero steady-state
phase error in the VCO loops. However this will be the
dominant source of efficiency reduction if many more
beams are to be combined.
D. Effect of Intensity Noise
The combining efficiency can also be degraded by any intensity noise, as indicated in Eq. (16). The intensity noise
could arise from the relative intensity noise (RIN) of the
slave lasers, the fiber amplifiers, or just the amplitude
mismatch between the element beams. Assume the amplitude of the ith beam takes the form of Ei = E0共1 + ri兲, where
ri is the relative amplitude fluctuation with zero mean.
The efficiency of combining N beams affected by the intensity noise can be calculated based on Eq. (15) as

冒兺
N

 = Ip

Īi ⬇ 1 −

i=1

1

冉 冊兺
1

N

1−

N

N

ri2 .

共28兲

Kam
P0

i0 sin e ,

共29兲

where P0 is the steady-state power and Kam is the amplitude modulation coefficient of the laser. Kam can be estimated from the slope of the laser P-I curve:
Kam = P0/共I − Ith兲.

6. CONCLUSION
We have presented a detailed study of control systems using OPLLs to coherently combine optical beams. Multiple
levels of OPLLs are used to control both the frequency
and the phase of the beams. The full electronic servo system eliminates the need for optical phase shifters and
should significantly reduce the system’s cost and size. In
the preliminary experiment of combining two beams, a
promising combining efficiency of 94% is achieved. This
approach can be applied to both the tiled-aperture and
filled-aperture CBC implementations. In either case, the
efficiency penalty due to the residual phase noise of the
OPLLs is less than 2% if the external cavity lasers are
used. If the tiled-aperture scheme is to be used, the lessthan-unity fill factor will remain a critical issue [2]. If the
filled-aperture scheme is to be used, the loss caused by
the phase error in the VCO loops and phase-front deformation scales up as ⬃log2 N. This poses a serious challenge if N is very large. However, with single-mode fiber
amplifier power reaching hundreds of watts and even
kilowatts, combining only tens of beams can scale the
power up to more than 10 or even 100 kW. In the near future we plan to use this approach to combine eight 100 W
fiber amplifiers using the filled-aperture scheme.
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i=1

If all the beams have similar intensity fluctuations, i.e.,
ri2 = ␦2, for a larger number N the combining efficiency
converges to  = 1 − ␦2 and the efficiency reduction does not
scale with the number of beams.
The free-running RIN of the laser is typically very
small compared to the phase noise. However, when the
slave laser is in the OPLL, the feedback current used to
control the frequency, and the phase of the slave laser can
add intensity noise. This intensity noise can be estimated
as follows: assume the current fed back into the SCL is
i = i0 sin e, where e is the differential phase error, then
the RIN is
rs = ⌬P/P0 =

1 mA. Thus rs共t兲 = 1 / 300 sin e共t兲, i.e., the added RIN in
this case is still 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the
phase noise. Thus it is safe to neglect the effect of the intensity noise.
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